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University of Georgia Press. Hardback. Book Condition: new.
BRAND NEW, My Unsentimental Education, Debra Monroe, A
misfit in Spooner, Wisconsin, with its farms, bars, and strip
joints, Debra Monroe leaves to earn a degree, then another,
and another, and builds a career--if only because her plans to
be a midwestern housewife continually get scuttled. Fearless
butnaive, she vaults over class barriers but never quite leaves
her past behind. When it comes to men, she's still blue collar.
Negotiating the world of dating, Monroe pays careful attention
to what love and sex mean to a woman ambivalent about her
newfound status as "liberated." Both the story of her steady
rise into the professional class and a parallel history of
unsuitable exes, this memoir reminds us how accidental even a
good life can be. If Joan Didion advises us "to keep on nodding
terms with the people we used to be," Monroe takes this advice
a step further and nods at the people she might have become
but didn't. Funny, poignant, wise, My Unsentimental Education
explores the confusion that ensues when a working-class girl
ends up far from where she began.
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It is great and fantastic. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Your life period will likely be
transform once you comprehensive reading this book.
-- B la nca  Da vis-- B la nca  Da vis

An extremely wonderful book with lucid and perfect information. It is one of the most awesome publication i have
read. Your life period will probably be enhance the instant you total looking at this pdf.
-- Pr of . Da n Windler  MD-- Pr of . Da n Windler  MD
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